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AN ACT TO A, UTHORIZE INQUIRIES-INTO THE CA.USES OF 
STEAM.BOILER EX PLOSIONS. 
,Be it enacted, ~fc. 
Szcrm~" I. That the'President of theUnited States be, and he is hereby, 
authorized to cause such experiments obe made and such information to fie 
collected as, in his opinion, may be useful and important to guard against he 
bursting of steam.boilers; and that he be required to communicate the :same 
to Congress ; and that the sum of one hundred thousand dollars be appropri- 
ated for the purpose of this act. 
OPTICAL SECTION; 
(Extracts from proceedings ofthe stated meeting, ~el'd Apri! 27thi187%:~' 
A New :Erecting Prism.---BY JOSEPH ZlgSTM~YER. ~' ,Mr 
Joseph Zentmayer exhibited and described a Single prism, whiot 
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A pair of such prisms might be used also for an ~erdzting binobuk 
microscope, of which:the two bodies have the same inclination to tb 
stage." 
:Fig. i slmwsthe:!front afi~d profile Of the prism. The projectlo~ of
the'front is a square, : that of:the profile an isosceles triangle. The 
angles at tile base of the triangle are 27°I9 for crnwa glass of a 
refracting index of 1"53, in order to obtain the greatest aperture: 
combined with the sma!lest prism. 
Fig. 2 is a view from ~above. The  rays AI B and C of figs. I and 
2 are the identical ones, their dotted parts are the projections of the 
rays inside of the glass, and their course ma.y be readily followed in 
the profile, fig. 1, where the upper ray, A, emerges as the lower one, 
and the lower ray, C, as the upper one. 
As the ray A enters in the perpendicular line above tile lower edged 
it will not  be reflected 
out of its plane, while 
the rays B and C, enter- 
ing the left side of the 
prism, reach the inclined 
faces, from which they 
are reflected to the oppo- 
site lower one, and are 
changed in their course 
to the right, from here again reflected, to emerge at the corresponding 
opposite point. 
Fig. 8 is a perspective r presentation f the prism. 
